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President’s Message
By: Keith Heaton, CPM
kheaton@utah.gov
One thing is for certain – time marches on – I can’t believe the
year is already half way through. As an organization we have
been highly focused this year on the possible affiliation with
ASPA. However, I want to break from that theme for a short while
and take this opportunity to review some basic tenets of the
Academy and what it means to each of us as members.

Our mission is to promote professionalism, excellence and
quality principles in public management through the
endorsement of dynamic leadership, high ethical standards, and
education, development, and training dedicated to serving the public interest; Advocacy of
the Certified Public Manager® program as an ideal comprehensive management development process; Performance as a professional association to maintain the highest standards
for management and management training through our accrediting body.
Keith Heaton, CPM
AACPM President

Our purpose is to:
• Unite Certified Public Managers®
• Encourage acceptance of public management as a profession established upon
an underlying body of knowledge;
• Promote high professional, educational, and ethical standards in public
management;
• Improve communication, cooperation, and coordination among public entities;
• Foster leadership through example and innovation;
• Facilitate positive changes which enhance the delivery of public services.
I urge you to ponder and reflect upon these guiding principles and what they mean to you.
We are often asked why should I join AACPM or what’s in it for me? I think that if you take a
moment to review the above you will find much that is of value with ideals that are worthy
of your investment of time and effort.
My hope is that you treasure your membership and your certification but more importantly
that you value the ideals espoused by this organization and that you share those values with
others. I try to remember that actions speak louder than words and being a Certified Public
Manager® is not so much about a piece of paper or some initials at the end of your name
but the way that you conduct yourself as a public servant. Let us each be advocates of CPM
by the decisions
we make and the
things we do each
and every day. It
is my honor and
privilege to be
associated with
you as a Certified
Public Manager®.
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Leaders Wanted

By: Jeff Kramer
Jeff.kramer@gilbertaz.gov

2012 Board of Directors

Have you ever wondered if you have what it takes to lead
an organization, or thought “I could do that job better than
that”. Well, now is your time to shine! Nominations are open
for three positions on the AACPM Board of Directors for
terms beginning on January 1, 2013. Your Delegates will
be casting ballots at the House of Delegates meeting on
October 17, 2012, in Columbia, South Carolina, for PresidentElect, Treasurer, and Member-at-Large for Communications.
The President-Elect position is a three-year commitment –
Jeff Kramer, CPM
AACPM Immediate Past President one year as President-Elect, one year as President, and one
year as Immediate Past President. The terms of the Treasurer
and Member-at-Large for Communications are each two-years.
The President-Elect has an opportunity to shape and grow the academy into the future so
it can continue to serve all our members through key roles on the Finance, Conference and
Strategic Planning Committees. The Treasurer requires basic book keeping and database
skills to handle Academy finances, coordinate financial reviews/tax returns, and to process
Society membership lists. The Member-at-Large for Communications serves as editor of
the CPM Connection newsletter, oversees the Academy’s social media sites, and manages
content on the Academy web site. Detailed information about each position can be found
in the on-line Policies and Procedures Manual (SOP) under the Governance tab on the
Academy website at http://www.cpmacademy.org/governance/AACPM_SOP.PDF.
Service on the Academy’s Board of Directors is one of the most challenging, rewarding,
frustrating, exhilarating, and satisfying experiences a member can have the privilege of
experiencing. As an Officer and Board Member you will serve as trustees to our professional organization’s commitment to excellence in public service. This call to service is a unique
opportunity for professional development, national networking, and making a difference
through volunteer leadership. Your decision to serve can open doors to program activities,
leadership on national committees, and through governance, shape the benefits received
by Academy members.
Please consider volunteering your leadership skills and talents, and/or encourage others
you know who have leadership skills that would enhance one of these board positions to
accept a nomination from their Society. As an entirely volunteer professional organization
we need the service of our talented members to continue to grow and prosper. Give back
to AACPM and submit your nomination today. All nominations must be postmarked no
later than August 8, 2012. The Board nomination form is posted on the Academy web site
at: http://www.cpmacademy.org/governance/2012-Board-Nomination-Form.pdf.
The Board of Elections, chaired by Jeff Kramer, administers the nomination and election
process. Contact Jeff at (602) 214-8096 or jeff.kramer@gilbertaz.gov for more information.

Wilkenson Memorial Scholarship
By: Deb Bourbeau, CPM
dbourbeau@dhhs.state.nh.us

Each year AACPM awards up to two (2) scholarships to members of the Academy who are
enrolled in a college program that prepares them for a career in public management.  This
scholarship is named after Fran L. Wilkinson, a leader in the CPM program. Fran served as
President of the Georgia Society in 1983 and chair of the National CPM Consortium in 1987.
Fran passed away suddenly and unexpectedly in 1990, and the Academy voted in 1994 to
name this annual scholarship in her memory. To be eligible for the scholarship, applicants
must submit the scholarship application form and two (2) letters of recommendation.
Up to two $750 scholarships per year can be awarded to Academy Fellows for educational
pursuits. For more information, contact Deb Bourbeau, or view the application on the
AACPM website at http://www.cpmacademy.org/stars.htm.
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AACPM – ASPA Affiliation Update

CPM Education Foundation Benefits

By: Jeff Kramer
Jeff.kramer@gilbertaz.gov

By: Joanne Robertson
joanner@leetc.com

Over the past few months work has continued on discussions with the American Society for Public Administration
(ASPA) regarding our proposed affiliation. As a reminder, the
ad-hoc committee consists of Academy representatives
Jeff Kramer (AZ), Becky Bryant (AR), Debbie Smith (OK),
Ed Burt (NC) and Larry Totten (KY) and our counterparts at
ASPA consisting of ASPA Executive Director Toni Samuel,
Deputy Director Matt Rankin, and National Council members
Phin Xaypangna, Steven Bobes, Bill Solomon and Abraham
Benevides.

The Certified Public Manager Education Foundation Board
(CPMEF) has been working diligently to establish the needed
identity and procedures that will enable tangible benefits to
members of the AACPM and its Societies. Our 501(c)(3) status
with the IRS provides the distinct advantage of tax deductible
donations. CPMEF is able to provide a receipt letter to all
donors for both monetary and in-kind donations.

Since ASPA’s National Council approved a framework for the
affiliation at their March 3rd meeting, AACPM engaged our
Delegates and Society Presidents in a discussion about the
framework and continued negotiations. A wiki page was
established with a presentation about the framework and a
discussion forum, and over 80 people were invited to
participate. Although not all were able to participate in the
forum due to technical or security reasons, the discussion
that did occur was helpful.
While there was good progress, it became apparent from
the discussion that the Delegates were not interested in an
interim vote, but rather preferred to proceed to a final vote
based on having all parameters of the agreement in place.
Among the items not yet determined for the discussion
were dues amounts, frequency of remittance from ASPA,
membership types and options, impacts on Societies and
their operation, and other related concerns. Many of these
had only begun to be discussed and addressed at the time,
so the progress vote was not held and instead the
committee was directed to continue discussions.

The mission of the CPMEF is “To provide support for Certified
Public Managers® and their organizations in achieving
educational and professional goals through the contribution
of finances, goods and services.” Here are a few things that
have been accomplished to facilitate this mission:
• Identified organization with a brand and logo
• Developed a website
• Developed a promotional brochure
• Participated in the AACPM Conference in Utah by offering
detailed information to members
• Developed procedures for funding management programs at
both the AACPM and Society level
You can be a part of supporting the educational goals for
Certified Public Managers® in your Society as well as the
AACPM. Monetary donations can be made by mail or online,
or in-kind donations of goods and services can be accepted by
CPMEF for grant or scholarship to your Society. The process is
simple and the possibilities as limitless as your innovation and
creativity. The procedural details are included on our website.
Check it out – and start planning for professional growth today!

Since that time the AACPM committee has held additional
discussions internally, with discussions regarding dues,
impacts to the AACPM board, impacts to the HOD composition and function, impacts to the Consortium and Education
Foundation as a result of a potential affiliation, whether to
retain our independent conference or hold it in conjunction
with the ASPA conference, and any other organizational
changes AACPM wants to make on its own accord. At the
time of this writing a joint committee meeting is scheduled
for June 12th, with a primary goal to establish a date and
location for the entire committee to meet for a one to two
day working session to hammer out these remaining details.
As more details emerge and further recommendations need
input, the committee will reach out to the Society Presidents
and Delegates for your feedback.
It is our hope to have all of the details completed through
that working session, allowing the committee to submit
revised bylaws and details of the affiliation to the 2012
Delegates and Society Presidents by at least the September
17th requirement, if not sooner. ASPA has scheduled the
final approval vote for their September National Council
meeting, and AACPM intends to hold their final HOD vote at
the HOD meeting in Columbia, SC on October 17th.

Cultivating Public Managers
to be their best.
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Leadership: Nurture or Nature?
By: Leslie A. Meadows, MS
lmeadows@ati.aum.edu

Recently, my sister had a teacher-parent conference to discuss her two-and-a-half-year-old’s progress and potential readiness
to move up to the “three-year-old room.” As I listened to this introspective report on my baby nephew’s academic and social
prowess, I was struck by what I heard. Shep “is a delight to care for.” He plays nicely with his friends and shares his toys easily
with others. The teacher confided in my sister with a soft whisper, “Shep is a leader. I don’t think he knows that, but his friends
are very eager to do whatever Shep does.” While we would certainly agree that he is indeed a clever, intellectual child and that
he possesses an extraordinary ability to communicate and interact with others, I find it fascinating that his teacher is able to
observe a sweet, unadulterated group of children and recognize leadership qualities among them.
The topic of whether leaders are born or developed has existed for centuries. Trait leadership is centered on the premise that
leaders have innate characteristics that enable a natural ability to set forth with intention and in a manner in which others are
led to follow. Behavioral theorists, on the other hand, believe that most anyone can learn to be a leader through training and
guidance.
I believe that the Certified Public Manager® (CPM) training program supports a structural model that embraces both theories.
In the Alabama CPM program, our participants build upon the characteristics many of them possess when they step through
our doors, while also exposing them to innovations and strategies they can adapt to their environments. The CPM program
is one of fearless self-discovery, prompting participants to closely examine their past successes and failures while exploring
the possibilities of the future. Shep’s teacher’s insight is a simple reminder to me that sometimes who we become as leaders is
who we were all along.

AACPM Seeks Consortium Liaison
By: Keith Heaton, CPM
kheaton@utah.gov

AACPM and the Consortium have long had a strong working relationship, and share many efforts and activities with each other. One
of AACPM’s roles in this relationship is having representation on the
Consortium Board of Directors, where AACPM holds two voting positions identically to any of the Consortium members.  For
as long as AACPM has participated, our two representatives have been the President and President-Elect.  While this representation demonstrates our commitment to the Consortium at the highest level, it also means our representation is constantly
changing, whereas most of the Programs have the same representatives for many years.
The AACPM Board is interested in making a change in our representation in order to provide more consistency and long term
stability in our participation in those issues that are of shared importance to both the Academy and the Consortium. Our goal
is to do this by designating our two representatives to be the President and a Consortium Representative.  The Consortium
Representative is envisioned to be a long-term, non-changing representative of AACPM to the Consortium.
At this time, the Board is accepting proposals from interested members who are willing to accept a long-term position as the
AACPM Consortium Representative. Proposals are not required to follow any specific format, but they must include the
following information at a minimum:
1. An expression of why you are interested in performing this service.
2. A commitment to attend both the fall and spring meetings of the Consortium Board in their entirety each year.
3. A statement of confirmation that you understand you will be required to prepare and submit reports to the AACPM Board
after each Consortium Board meeting summarizing the meeting proceeds.
4. A statement of confirmation that you understand the position is voluntary, and that no payment or salary for your time will
be provided, but that travel and meeting related expenses will be reimbursed in accordance with AACPM travel and expense
reimbursement policies.
The Board hopes you will consider volunteering your time and energy to support this worthwhile and valuable effort.  
Proposals will be accepted until August 17, 2012.  The Board will review and evaluate proposals between the due date and
the 2012 Conference in October, and will notify all respondents of the final decision following the conference, by the end of
October, 2012.  The Board reserves the right to accelerate this decision and the notification timing in order to have the selected
representative attend the October 13 – 14, 2012 Consortium meeting in Columbia, SC.
For more information, or to submit a proposal, contact Keith at (801) 526-9461 or kheaton@utah.gov.
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Pre-‐Order	
  Shirt	
  Sale	
  
all	
  sizes	
  are	
  unisex	
  

	
  

	
  

SHORT	
  SLEEVE	
  

These	
  classic	
  Henleys	
  are	
  durably	
  constructed	
  and	
  available	
  in	
  several	
  
spirited	
  colors.	
  5.8-‐ounce,	
  60/40	
  semi	
  combed	
  cotton/poly.	
  Rib	
  knit	
  collar.	
  
2	
  button	
  placket.	
  Dyed-‐to-‐match	
  buttons.	
  Double-‐needle	
  sleeves	
  and	
  hem.	
  
	
  
Colors:	
  White,	
  Ash	
  Gray,	
  Heather	
  Gray,	
  Red,	
  Royal	
  Blue,	
  Navy	
  Blue,	
  Forest	
  
Green,	
  Maroon	
  Red	
  
	
  
Pricing:	
  	
  Size	
  S-‐XL	
  $19;	
  XXL	
  $21;	
  XXXL	
  $23	
  
	
  
	
  

LONG	
  SLEEVE	
  
4.2	
  Oz.,	
  pre-‐shrunk	
  100%	
  combed	
  ringspun	
  cotton.	
  
4-‐Button	
  placket.	
  
	
  
Colors:	
  Dark	
  Gray	
  Heather,	
  Navy	
  Blue,	
  White	
  
	
  
Pricing:	
  S-‐XL	
  $24;	
  XXL	
  $28;	
  XXXL	
  Not	
  Available	
  
	
  
JACKET	
  
8	
  ounce,	
  50/50	
  cotton/poly	
  NuBlend	
  pill-‐resistant	
  fleece.	
  Single-‐ply	
  hood	
  with	
  
grommet	
  and	
  dyed-‐to-‐match	
  draw	
  cord.	
  Seamless	
  body	
  with	
  set-‐in	
  sleeves.	
  1x1	
  
rib	
  knit	
  cuffs	
  and	
  waistband	
  with	
  spandex.	
  Double-‐needle	
  coverseamed	
  neck,	
  
armholes	
  and	
  waistband.	
  Front	
  pouch	
  pockets.	
  
	
  
Colors:	
  White,	
  Ash	
  Gray,	
  Oxford	
  Gray,	
  True	
  Red,	
  Maroon	
  Red,	
  
True	
  Royal	
  Blue,	
  True	
  Navy	
  Blue,	
  Forest	
  Green	
  
	
  
Pricing:	
  S-‐XL	
  $31;	
  XXL	
  $35;	
  XXXL	
  $37	
  
All shirts will have the teal/gold AACPM logo on the left front chest area.
TO ORDER – SEND AN E-MAIL BY AUGUST 23 TO: reva.tisdale@tax.idaho.gov with the following information:
Your name and contact info, Item,

Size,

Color, Quantity

All shirts or jackets will be available to pick up at the conference in Columbia, South Carolina. Please be prepared to
pay for them with check or cash at the time you pick them up.
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“Asking Powerful Questions”
By: Dr. Frank Benest
Frank@frankbenest.com

“My manager seems to be always asking our team questions.
In fact, we spend a lot of team time responding to her queries.
We are a high-functioning and productive team but I wish my
manager would just come in and tell us where she wants us to
go. I thought a leader took charge and made decisions.”
These are times of great flux—new technologies, demographic
changes, and severe financial shifts all are forces disrupting our
local government world. In these uncertain times, a manager
cannot know all the answers and be certain about direction.
While we in government, business, and education have
traditionally focused on having the right answers, there are no right answers. Therefore, “a good question beats a good
answer.” In these times of great flux, leaders need to harness the energy, creativity, and commitment of everyone to adapt to
this disruptive world.
We tend to think that leadership is all about having the answers, making decisions, and determining direction. Ron Heifetz, in
his book Leadership Without Easy Answers, emphasizes that the big issues of the day are not “technical challenges” (such as
designing a road), which can be addressed by technical experts. Rather, we face “adaptive challenges.” With adaptive
challenges (such as addressing a homelessness problem in a community), there are no right or wrong answers; choices often
involve value conflicts among stakeholders; and leadership is required to bring people together to do difficult work.
In this kind of environment, the role of leaders is to invite people on a journey whose destination may be unclear. Asking
powerful questions is an effective leadership approach in order to engage team members and external partners. Moreover,
posing genuine questions allows the leader to demonstrate a little humility and vulnerability and thereby become more
human and authentic, enhancing one’s ability to lead. People are less likely to follow if they cannot relate to you on some
level as a person.
THE IMPORTANCE OF QUESTIONS
Why are the right questions so powerful? First, leaders cannot force followers to follow. Therefore, leaders use questions to
generate conversations. The poet David Whyte suggests that leadership is the art of conversation. So, who are we engaging in conversations? What is the content of our conversations? Second, questions are also the key to engaging people and
securing their discretionary effort and commitment, without which we cannot be successful as organizations. Finally, in a
disruptive world, learning agility is the critical skill. Technical knowledge (knowing the correct answers or solutions) becomes
quickly obsolete in a world of accelerating and non-linear change. Learn-how becomes more important than know-how. The
foundation to learning agility is the ability to ask fundamental questions.
POWERFUL QUESTIONS
As a leader, the trick is asking provocative and engaging questions. Anyone can exert leadership by asking questions such as:
1. Why does what we do matter?
2. For what ideas are we fighting?
3. Are we as an organization or department who we say we are?
4. Why would anyone follow our team?
5. Are we focused on the right challenge or problem?
6. What is our organizational culture all about?
7. How do we sustain our culture?
8. What if we take a completely different approach?
9. How do we accelerate our learning?
As Polly LaBarre discusses in her hbr.org blog piece “The Question That Will Change Your Organization,” the more disruptive your questions, the more opportunity that your team or organization will create or shape your future. The questions of
“Why?” or “Why not?” or “What if?” will invite possibility, not doubt about the future.
Continued on page 7
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Continued from page 6
BEGINNER’S MIND
All of us can lead through asking important questions. To do so, leaders must not only
ask questions but be open to the responses. As the Buddhists say, we need to avoid an
“expert’s mind.” An expert’s mind is full—there is very little room for new or contrary
information or other perspectives. Therefore, leaders who wish to truly engage others
must exhibit a “beginner’s mind.” A beginner’s mind is empty and thus open to all kinds
of ideas and different views. A beginner’s mind demonstrates authentic curiosity about
what is happening in a dynamic world and how we might respond to it.

LEADING THE WAY
To use powerful questions, leaders at all levels must:
1. Prepare for the conversation and identify courageous questions that will provoke the kind of conversation that the team needs in order to move forward.
2. Demonstrate some humility and vulnerability by asking questions for which
you may not have the answer.
3. Be open to the responses to your questions and be unafraid of where the
conversation may lead.
4. Make it safe for others to ask questions by modeling—asking tough
questions, being non- defensive to the responses of others to your questions,
and encouraging others to do the same.
A NEW LEADERSHIP COMPETENCY
In our disruptive world of local government, leaders at all levels of the organization must
be able to ask questions and start conversations. This new leadership competency will
help us engage others in shaping a new future for the organization.
Dr. Frank Benest is the former City Manager of Palo Alto, California. He is a noted consultant and trainer on rightsizing public organizations, entrepreneurial government, civic
engagement, leadership development and succession planning. Dr. Benest is ICMA's
senior advisor for Next Generation Initiatives and resides in Palo Alto, California. For information on these and other initiatives contact Frank directly at frank@frankbenest.com, or
go to his website at www.frankbenest.com.
For information on the International City/County Management Association (ICMA), go to
www.icma.org

Here’s What Is Happening in Membership
By: Deb Bourbeau, CPM
dbourbeau@dhhs.state.nh.us

The first quarter 2012 membership directories have been
posted to the Academy website. If your contact information
has changed, please notify your local Society and me of
changes. First time members of the AACPM should have
received their membership certificates, pins and welcome
letters. If you have not, please send me an email.
The Membership Committee is moving forward with this
year’s national food drive. For the period of August 1 - 14,
Society members are encouraged to hold a collection for
Deb Bourbeau, CPM
non-perishable food items. The challenge is for Societies to
AACPM Member at Large/
collect food and help others in need. The Society that collects
Membership
the most non-perishable food items for their local food pantry
will be awarded a certificate and recognition by the AACPM. Details have been sent to your
Society President and President-Elect. If you have concerns or ideas and you would like the
Membership Committee to review, please send them to my attention at the email address
above. Your ideas and suggestions are important to us.
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Kentucky Society Update
By: Robinil Jameson
RHJCPM@aol.com

2012 KSCPM PROFESSIONAL SEMINAR  
“Commandments and Sins of Leadership”
On May 17, the Kentucky History Center in Frankfort, Kentucky was again the
location of the annual KSCPM Professional Seminar. With a theme of “Commandments and Sins of Leadership,” the presenter covered six cardinal sins of leadership and ten commandments for leaders.
AACPM members may be familiar with the speaker – Phillip Van Hooser. Phil was a keynote speaker at the 2001 AACPM 13th
Annual Professional Development Conference in Scottsdale, AZ.
Phil explored the seminar theme with three basic assumptions to aid
mangers:
1. The focus changes to leadership from management.
2. Leadership is not position. Leadership is the ability to offer
service and the willingness to take action.
3. The “essential” element of leadership is followers.
He said leadership is critical because:
1. A dire need exists for more effective leaders.
2. Individuals have a desire to be lead.
3. Leaders can make a difference that will last.
On display was a Kentucky House of Representatives Citation issued
by Speaker Gregory Stumbo and Representative Derrick Graham,
in celebration of the 20th anniversary of the Kentucky Society of Certified
Public Managers® and its mission. A reception of cake and punch was held at
the afternoon break to celebrate.
Each seminar attendee received a junior folio with the KSCPM logo. During
the registration period and after lunch, they had time to tour the exhibits at
the History Center or visit the various booths in the resource area, before the
next session began. People visited with exhibitors that included the
Kentucky Retirement System, Libraries and Archives, state credit unions,
and the Department of Parks. Each of these groups was on hand to answer
questions and was given a few minutes on the program to explain their
functions. The seminar concluded with a drawing for door prizes. Among
the door prizes awarded were a one-night stay at a Resort State Park and four tickets to the Lexington Legends, a minor league
baseball team.

Making a Difference in the Community
By: Linda Jefferson, CPM, SPHR
Linda.Jefferson@osp.nc.gov

The North Carolina Society of Certified Public Managers® (Society) continues to make a difference in the community. The Society will participate in its first volunteer activity of the year at
the Shepherd’s Table Soup Kitchen in Raleigh, NC on May 31, 2012. The Shepherd’s Table is an
independent non-profit organization that feeds anyone who walks through their doors, no
questions asked. The organization is a mainstay in Raleigh, particularly during the economic
downturn. Society members assist with the feeding of the hundreds of individuals who
frequent the Shepherd’s Table daily. This is the first time the Society has volunteered at the
Shepherd’s Table. The Society looks forward to building its relationship with the organization.
NCSCPM continues to strengthen its relationship with the Green Chair Project. The Society will volunteer with the Green Chair
Project on June 23, 2012. The Green Chair Project provides household furnishings to individuals who are in transition and/or have
been displaced. The organization is also a not-for-profit organization. Society members will perform any number of activities.
NCSCPM members are committed to making a difference in the community. This is demonstrated every time members give of
themselves and their time to help others.
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Florida Society Update

By: Fred Levinson CPM, President, Florida Society of Certified Public Managers
eflev@bellsouth.net
FSCPM’s culture encourages our members to try new ideas and implement innovative process
and procedures that will provide world class service to our members and
agencies. The most important aspect of our culture is our commitment to open
communication, especially open discussions.
FSCPM has shared with our members all of the AACPM-ASPA information, including all of the
information from the HOD Discussion Group. As a result, our members have been able to
provide our Board members and HOD delegates with essential feedback on this very important
issue. Even with the uncertain future of AACPM, FSCPM and our regional chapters continue to operate “business as usual” by
hosting meetings and planning future events.
In July and August, FSCPM will be collaborating with the Florida Center for Public Management on the 2012 Florida CPM Level
VIII graduations in Tallahassee and Bartow. This year 200+ Florida CPM students earned their CPM designation. At each
multi-day CPM graduation, FSCPM will host a luncheon for the graduating students, present the 2012 FSCPM Askew Award
to a deserving new CPM, recruit new members by promoting the benefits of FSCPM and the Florida CPM program and lead
discussion group classes on various leadership topics.
We must always remember that as leaders, we are entrusted to serve our members, not be served; thus the fundamental
importance of sharing information with everyone. Nothing is impossible for FSCPM, if it’s the right thing to do and provides
value to our members, we’ll find a way to make it happen! I encourage everyone to participate in an FSCPM event or provide
feedback (i.e. sharing knowledge) on how we can improve the services we provide to our members and agencies.
Have a great day and as always, please let us know how we can serve you!

Utah Society of Certified Public Managers® 2012 Managers Conference
By: Michael S. Leary
mleary@slco.org

Every Spring the Utah Society and the Utah Department of Human Resource Management
co-sponsor a “Managers Conference” for government employees. This year’s event “I Want You
to Learn Innovation and Influence” was held on May 3rd at the Karen Gail Miller Conference
Center in Sandy, Utah. Over 190 attendees were treated to an incredible day-long
training event which included a catered barbecue -style luncheon.
Ty Bennett, the author of “The Power of Influence”
shared his experiences in an engaging style of
teaching and inspiration. Making the complex simple, Ty delighted the audience with simple take-a-ways that helped attendees learn how to take charge
and extend their influence to impact people and their organizations. Mark
Swain, the “Renaissance Man,” used his truly creative passion and showed those
in attendance how to reach their innovative potential. Some of us even learned
how to draw Fred Flintstone.
The Conference event
planing process started in December, 2011. The success of the conference
was due to the tremendous work done by the Conference Committee and
related members who worked tirelessly behind the scenes. We hope
everyone has an adventurous and safe summer. We look forward to seeing
you in South Carolina this Fall.
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